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Abstract—To meet the increasing security requirement of 

authorized users of flight simulators, personal identification is 

becoming more and more important. Iris recognition stands out 

as one of the most accurate biometric methods in use today. Iris 

recognition is done through different edge detection methods. 

Therefore, it is important to have an understanding of the 

different edge detection methods that are in use these days. 

Specifically, the biomedical research shows that irises are as 

different as fingerprints or the other patterns of the recognition. 

Furthermore, because the iris is a visible organism, its exterior 

look can be examined remotely using a machine vision system. 

The main part of this paper delves into concerns concerning the 

selection of the best results giving method of the recognition. In 

this paper, three edge detection methods, namely Canny, Sobel 

and Prewitt, are applied to the image of eye (iris) and their 

comparative analysis is discussed. These methods are applied 

using the Software MATLAB. The datasets used for this purpose 

are CASIA and MMU. The results indicate that the performance 

of Canny edge detection method is best as compared to Sobel and 

Prewitt. Image quality is a key requirement in image-based 

object recognition. This paper provides the quality evaluation of 

the images using different metrics like PSNR, SNR, MSE and 

SSIM. However, SSIM is considered best image quality metric as 

compared to PSNR, SNR and MSE. 

Keywords—Identification; authentication; detection; canny; 

Sobel; Prewitt; PSNR; SNR; SSIM; MSE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the paper, the automatic authorization of flight simulator 
users is considered.  Large pilot training centers require an 
increased security level to minimise the probability of 
unauthorised usage of the devices. In addition, pilot training 
procedures have to be rigorously verified as the number of 
hours spent in the simulator during virtual flights serves as 
proof of sufficient practice level for the pilot (in addition to 
hours spent in actual aircraft). Therefore, flights on certified 
flight simulators can be (to some extent defined by Regulatory 
Authorities) used as an alternative and cheaper counterpart to 
actual training flights because current flight simulators mimic 
the cockpit of the aircraft and the environment outside of the 
aircraft with great fidelity for maintaining the expertise of both 
civilians and military aircrews. 

Flight simulators have significantly impacted the expertise 
and cutting-edge use of training pilots and aircraft crews, 
resulting in increased efficiency as training will not be affected 
by things like bad weather, aircraft space restriction and 
aircraft availability. It allows pilots to experience a wide range 
of flight scenarios and conditions to experience real-life 

situational awareness. Haslbeck et al. [1] reported an 
experimental study where pilots with varying levels of 
experience and training had to fly 45 minutes of approach 
landing scenarios and compare their performance to manual 
flying. Their findings showed that a pilot with high levels of 
flight simulator training exhibits high and homogenous 
performance. Enhancing the pilot’s monitoring techniques 
during the training session may aid in determining a pilot’s 
performance in a flight simulator by employing object 
detection algorithms to analyze the pilot’s head movement and 
eye gaze. The trainer can utilize this data to pinpoint areas 
where the pilot might benefit from extra instruction or 
development [2]. Škvareková et al. [3] research shows using 
eye tracking technologies to monitor eye movement to assist 
pilot training in flight simulators. 

Its fidelity is not limited to training the pilot and aircrew. 
They are also used for research, enabling designers to examine 
the effects of various alternatives without spending money or 
waiting for various prototypes to be built [4], conduct aircraft 
incident investigations, and better understand ergonomic 
relationships [5]. Flight simulation is a multidisciplinary field 
that draws on many different areas of study, including human 
factors, motion actuation, sensory perception and visual image 
processing [6 - 7]. 

The use of flight simulators in pilot training has become 
indispensable, likewise the need to secure this gadget by 
minimising unauthorised users. They offer secure, affordable 
and adaptable alternatives to teach pilots in various scenarios 
and settings, enhancing their knowledge, self-assurance and 
decision-making capabilities [8 - 9]. As evident in Fig. 1, the 
flight simulator developed in the WrightBroS project is 
depicted. 

 
Fig. 1. MCC FNTP II flight simulator of boeing 737. 
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The technology of digital imaging helps to manipulate 
digital photos using computers. The pre-processing, 
enhancement and display extraction of information is three 
general phase’s frameworks where all forms of data must pass 
while employing digital technologies. A digital image consists 
of a limited number of elements, each having a specific 
position and values. These items are known as picture 
elements, pixels and image elements. The term pixel is the 
most usable form of the digital picture elements [10 - 11]. 

The word iris is a classic term. As with the colored part of 
the external eye, iris appears as of the 16th century and was 
taken to denote the variegated look of its structure [12]. The 
human iris contains many characteristics including freckles, 
crown, strips, furshes, crypts, etc., and is the annular section 
between pupils and sclera. In contrast to other biometric 
characteristics based on personal authentication recognition of 
iris can achieve great precision because of the rich texture of 
iris patterns [13]. Fig. 2 shows the full eye image with all its 
features. 

 
Fig. 2. A general view of a human eye [15]. 

Although the history of iris recognition comes back to the 
19th century, automatic iris recognition is a newly emergent 
issue in biometrics [14]. It seems that the French 
ophthalmologist Alphonse Bertillon was the first one who 
proposed the use of iris pattern (color) as a basis for personal 
identification. Flom and Aran Safir suggested also using the 
iris as the basis for a biometric in 1981 [15]. 

Regarding the level of precision, it is apparent the fact that 
iris recognition requires an excellent recognition rate and, as a 
result, applying edge detection approaches for this problem are 
efficient, which has not been extensively investigated in 
previous studies for such systems. 

The main goal of this study is to use different techniques to 
detect the edges of the images and then examine the results to 

see which technique effectively detects and sharpens the edges. 
For this study, the following primary objectives have been 
proposed: 

 To recognize iris through edge detection methods. 

 To compare the results of the selected edge detection 
methods. 

 To check the performance of the methods via evaluation 
measures. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section includes algorithms, methods, procedures, 
processes, approaches, techniques, detectors, models, and 
filters, as well as all of the history research where their links 
were used as evolutionary and provided the optimized form of 
solutions for edge detection issues. As a result of the 
researcher’s efforts, the number of filters has grown over time. 
They worked hard to improve, enhance, co-relate, and 
collaborate on various methods to solve edge detection 
problems in image processing, and they created new, modified 
methods. 

Edge detection is at the forefront of image processing for 
object detection, understanding edge detection methods are 
critical. ISEF, Canny, Marr-Hildreth, Sobel, Kirsch, Lapla1 
and Lapla2 and Hough transform are the most important and 
widely used edge detection techniques [16]. 

Edge detection methods are further categorized into 
Gradient based (1st derivative order) and Gaussian based (2nd 
derivative order). Gradient based methods can be classified 
into Sobel, Prewitt, Robert, Kirsch, Robinson and Frei-Chen. 
Gaussian based methods are divided into Canny edge 
detection, Difference of Gaussian, Laplacian of Gaussian (like, 
Marr-Hildreth method) and Zero Crossing [17 – 18]. Fig. 3 
shows the taxonomy of the methods which are related to the 
detection of the iris. 

The Canny edge detector is a common and effective edge 
feature detector that is utilized in many computer vision 
algorithms as a pre-processing step [19 – 20]. The steps in the 
Canny Edge Detection Algorithm are as follows [21]: 

Step 1: Apply a Gaussian filter to the image to smooth it out. 

Step 2: Using finite-difference approximations for partial 

derivatives, compute the gradient magnitude and orientation. 

Step 3: Apply non-maxima suppression to the gradient 

magnitude, then detect and link edges using the double 

thresholding approach. 

Step 4: The operator that optimizes the product of signal-to-

noise ratio and localization is approximated by the Canny 

edge detector. It is usually a Gaussian’s first derivative. 
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Fig. 3. Taxonomy of image detection methods. 

For edge detection, the Sobel operator is utilized. The Sobel 
approach finds image edges using the derivative approximation 
in the edge function [22]. The Sobel algorithm is broken down 
into four steps [23]: 

Step 1: Converting the image to grayscale is the first step.  

Step 2: Using the Sobel-x filter to enlarge the grey image.  

Step 3: Applying the Sobel-y filter to the grey image.  

Step 4: Determining the magnitude and direction of the 

gradient. 

In image processing, the Prewitt operator is commonly 
employed in edge detection techniques. It is a discrete 
differentiation operator that computes an approximation of the 
picture intensity function's gradient. The Prewitt operator 
returns either the relevant gradient vector or the norm of this 
vector at each location in the image [24]. The Prewitt method 
is broken down into four steps [17]: 

Step 1: Read an image as input.  

Step 2: Create a grayscale image from a true-color RGB 

image.  

Step 3: Double-click the image to enlarge it.  

Step 4: Fill the filtered image matrix with zeros before 

starting. 

The literature collects data on iris-based identification 
methods. It also eloquently discusses each method's 
effectiveness and highlights areas for future investigation for 
concerned scholars. The results of this study may be utilized to 
enhance iris detection system development. 

TABLE I.  SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES ALONG THEIR PROMINENT 

METHODS, DATASET AND RESULTS 

Table I describes numerous iris recognition methods along 
dataset and their results which learned from earlier references. 
Some of these articles address the entire recognition procedure 
while others focus on the methodology only. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The main step is pre-processing, feature extraction and 
matching where edge detection methods are used and try to 
improve the efficiency. The pre-processing steps comprise the 
conversion of the image from a color image to gray-scale 
image, iris localization, edge detection, filtration, etc. Now the 
Fig. 4 represents the proposed model for image processing 
especially iris recognition. 

 
Fig. 4. Proposed model for iris recognition. 

According to Fig. 5, this section covers the project's basic 
flow, the suggested iris recognition model, and the project flow 
chart in a more organized manner. Level 1, Level 2 and 
Level 3 of Project flow chart are demonstrated in detail. The 

Biometric 

Trait 

Ref. Methods Dataset Results 

Iris 

[25] Circular Hough 

transform and 

convolutional neural 

network 

CASIA-

V3 

Left and 

Right-side iris 

recognition 

accuracy is 
99%. 

[26] Hough transform and 

region-based 
convolutional neural 

network 

CASIA  99.14% of 

accuracy 

[27] Hough transform and 

region-based 

convolutional neural 
network 

CASIA-

V4 

Accuracy is 

96.3% 

[28] Convolutional neural 

network 
IITD 97.46% of 

accuracy 

[29] Hough transform with 

canny edge detection 

CASIA-

VI 

Accuracy is 

93.33% 

[30] Circular Hough 

transform with active 
contour 

CAISA 88.3% of 

accuracy 
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activity of getting an image from a source is known as image 
acquisition; image segmentation is the process of separating an 
image into sections or regions; and feature extraction 
techniques are used to obtain features that will be useful in 
image classification and recognition. Edge detection will be 
done by using Canny, Sobel and Prewitt edge detection 
methods for iris recognition. 

 
Fig. 5. Project flowchart. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This experiment represents the analysis of the various 
methods of edge detection. Edge detection is a fundamental 
step, and it is necessary to point out the true edges to get the 
best results. That is why it is important to choose a good edge 
detection method. The experiment was done on MATLAB 
software and tested with the eye image. To extract the clean 
edges is main objective. In this experimental analysis, the 
results of the five images from the CASIA dataset are obtained 
in Table II. The results of the methods of Canny, Prewitt, and 
Sobel on the original images are analyzed. After this 
experimental analysis, it is found that the canny edge detection 
method is working well in comparison with Sobel and Prewitt. 
In the empirical testing, it can be seen clearly that Prewitt and 
Sobel do not produce good sharp edges. Sobel is not very 
accurate in edge detection as it detects thick and rough edges 
and does not give appropriate results. Analysis shows that 

canny extraction of image features without affecting and 
altering the feature is good. It is observed that the canny edge 
detector method is a better edge detector method of forming 
the edges for inner as well as outer lines. Hence, it is 
experimentally proved that canny is the most efficient and 
optimal method of edge detection. 

Here, Table III illustrates the results of five images from 
the MMU dataset used in this experiment. After experimental 
examination, it is clear that canny method is more accurate 
rather than the Prewitt and Sobel. These are simple in 
evaluation separately then it improves the image results in the 
form of features extraction. 

A. Image Quality Metrics for CASIA Dataset 

For five images of CASIA Dataset, PSNR (Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio), SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio), MSE (Mean 
Square Error), SSIM (Structure Similarity Index Method) for 
different methods have been calculated. Noisy images are 
converted into filtered images by using Gaussian noise to the 
images and filtered by Gaussian Filter and then results for all 
metrics are compared. From Table IV, it can be seen that all 
metrics have given almost consistent results. But SSIM is 
normalized as compared to PSNR, SNR and MSE. So, from 
this analysis the SSIM is comparatively better than MSE, SNR 
and PNSR metrics from human visual perspective. 

B. Image Quality Metrics for MMU Dataset 

Similarly, in Table V now, it is calculated PSNR, SNR, 
MSE, and SSIM for five images from the MMU Dataset. 
However, SSIM is balanced in terms of visibility, whereas 
MSE and PSNR are not. As a result, SSIM can be dealt in a 
more straightforward manner than MSE and PSNR. This is 
because MSE and PSNR are absolute errors, whereas SSIM 
produces perception and image errors. When the noise level 
rises, the recovery quality of the output image worsens as well. 
So, SSIM is better amongst all other metrics. 

C. Comparative Analysis of the CASIA and MMU Dataset 

with Different Approaches 

In Table VI, there are a number of articles presents their 
empirical testing results in the form of accuracy for iris 
recognition. Besides this, the evaluation datasets are also 
described for the further processing of the testing whereas the 
99.7% ratio of the accuracy according to the CASIA-V1.0 and 
this gives the results from [38]. The result of 97.2% accuracy 
of the CASIA-V3.0/V4.0 is presented in the good form of the 
[38]. In [37], MMU-V1.0 dataset of the iris provides the high 
form of the ratio which is 99.45% accuracy as compare to the 
other research articles. 
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TABLE II.  EDGE DETECTION METHODS APPLIED ON CASIA DATASET 

Image 

No. 
Original Canny Prewitt Sobel 

1 

    

2 

    

3 

    

4 

    

5 
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TABLE III.  EDGE DETECTION METHODS APPLIED ON MMU DATASET 

Image 

No. 
Original Canny Prewitt Sobel 

1 

    

2 

    

3 

    

4 

    

5 
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TABLE IV.  IMAGE QUALITY METRICS FOR CASIA DATASET 

Image 

No. 
Noisy Image (Gaussian Filter 0.09) Filtered Image PSNR SNR MSE SSIM 

1 

  

17.4355 10.8874 1179.1391 0.146182 

2 

  

17.4461 11.5067 1170.7628 0.187546 

3 

  

17.4486 9.2077 1170.0936 0.169675 

4 

  

17.4835 9.0891 1160.7283 0.209050 

5 

  

18.5162 15.7319 915.0796 0.280726 
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TABLE V.  IMAGE QUALITY METRICS FOR MMU DATASET 

Image 

No. 

Noisy Image 

(Gaussian Filter 0.09) 

Filtered Image PSNR SNR MSE SSIM 

1 

  

18.5219 15.7376 913.8797 0.280778 

2 

  

18.7602 

 

16.0665 

 

865.0809 

 

0.268316 

 

3 

  

18.0561 

 

14.7173 

 

1017.3440 

 

0.299774 

 

4 

  

18.0612 

 

14.8339 

 

1016.1554 

 

0.239681 

 

5 

  

18.0562 

 

14.9164 

 

1017.3274 

 

0.244308 
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TABLE VI.  COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT APPROACHES 

ALONG ACCURACY FOR EVALUATION 

Ref. Methods Evaluation  Accuracy 

[31] Hough transform CASIA-V3.0/V4.0 93.12% 

[32] Fourier transform CASIA-V1.0 96% 

[33] Neural network CASIA-V3.0/V4.0 95.36% 

[34] Principle component 

analysis 

CASIA-V3.0/V4.0 90% 

[35] Refine connect extend 
smooth 

CASIA-V3.0/V4.0 95.1% 

[35] Refine connect extend 

smooth 

CASIA-V1.0 96.48% 

[38] Leading edge detector CASIA-V1.0 99.7% 

[38] Leading edge detector CASIA-V3.0/V4.0 97.2% 

[36] Hough transform along 

hamming distance 

MMU-V1.0 95.66% 

[37] Edge detection operators MMU-V1.0 99.45% 

[38] Leading edge detector MMU-V1.0 98% 

[39] Morphological operators MMU-V1.0 98.78% 

D. Graphical Analysis of Image Quality Metrics for 

CASIA Dataset 

Fig. 6 illustrates the PSNR for the CASIA dataset is almost 
constant, i.e., 17.4, from starting image CI-1 (CASIA Image) to 
image CI-4. After CI-4, there is a sharp increase in the PSNR. 
In C-5, there is a gradually change in values from 17.4 to 18.5 
which shows an abrupt change as compared to four other 
images. CI-5 image shows PSNR value 18.5162 which is high 
as compared to other values. High value of PSNR gives better 
resolution of image. Therefore, CI-5 gives better result in this 
case. 

 
Fig. 6. PSNR of CASIA dataset. 

The fluctuation shows in Fig. 7 with the value of SNR 
between first and forth image while there is a hike between 
fourth and fifth image. CI-1 image shows SNR value 10.8, then 
there is a slight change and CI-2 image shows SNR value 11.5. 
Image CI-3 shows abrupt change with SNR value 9.2. CI-4 
image with minor change shows SNR value 9.0. CI-5 image 
shows SNR value 15.7. In this graph image CI-5 shows good 
resolution because of high value. 

 
Fig. 7. SNR of CASIA dataset. 

According to the Fig. 8, the SSIM value for each preceding 
image is larger than the previous one except for the image CI-
3. SSIM values ranges from -1 to 1. -1 is the lowest value 
which shows that there is no similarity between images and 1 
value is considered to be the highest value which shows that 
there is a high similarity between images. Now here, CI-1 
image provides better resolution than all other images with 
SSIM values. 

 
Fig. 8. SSIM of CASIA dataset. 

Fig. 9 presents that the value of MSE for the sequentially 
four images are almost constant while for the 5th image, there 
is a drop in the value of MSE. The MSE value is the average 
difference between all pixels in the image. A greater 
discrepancy between the original and processed image is 
indicated by a higher MSE value. MSE value is positive. A 
value close to 0 is considered a better value. So, image 4 with 
MSE value 1160.7283 shows better result in CASIA dataset 

 
Fig. 9. MSE of CASIA dataset.  
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E. Graphical Analysis of Image Quality Metrics for MMU 

Dataset 

The PSNR block calculates the PSNR between two images 
in decibels. This ratio is used to compare the features of the 
original images and filtered Image. PSNR reflects the peak 
error measurement. MMUI-1 shows PSNR value 18.5219 
while MMUI-2 shows PSNR value 18.7602. MMUI-3, MMUI-
4 and MMUI-5 represent less constant PSNR values as 
compared to MMUI-1 and MMUI-2 which shows MMUI-2 
with greater PSNR value (18.7602) is better result in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 10. PSNR of MMU dataset. 

Therefore, Fig. 11 represents results of SNR values for 
MMU Dataset. The SNR measures how well a desired signal 
compares to background noise. MMUI-1 shows better result in 
graph as compared to MMUI-3, MMUI-4 and MMUI-5. As 
there is a decline after MMUI-2, so MMUI-1 is finer among all 
values. 

 
Fig. 11. SNR of MMU dataset. 

The results of SSIM values for MMU Dataset are 
illustrated in Fig. 12. MMUI-1 shows 0.280778 SSIM result as 
there is a fall off after image 1. MMUI-2 shows 0.268316 
SSIM value in the meanwhile there is a lift after image 2. 
MMUI-3 present 0.299774 SSIM value while there is a turn 
down in MMUI-4 and MMUI-5. So, MMUI-3 provides better 
result. 

 
Fig. 12. SSIM of MMU dataset. 

In Fig. 13, MSE value for MMUI-1 lies between 900 and 
950. There is sudden fall after image 1; MMUI-2 shows MSE 
values between 850 and 900. After image 2, there is abrupt 
change in graph. MMUI-3, MMUI-4 and MMUI-5 show 
constant values at their peak level values between 1000 and 
1050.  A value close to 0 is considered a better value. So, 
MMUI-2 with exact MSE value 865.0809 shows better result 
in MMU dataset as it is the lowest value as compared to all 
other values in the graph. 

 
Fig. 13. MSE of MMU dataset. 

F. Comparative Analysis of Image Quality Metrics 

The Fig. 14 demonstrates the comparative analysis for the 
PNSR values of CASIA and MMU dataset. A major difference 
can be seen between two datasets. The CASIA dataset shows 
constant result for four images and then there is an increase in 
the graph for image 5. The MMU dataset shift for three images 
and then shows constant result for 4 and 5 images. First four 
images of MMU dataset are strongly preferred as compared to 
first four images of CASIA dataset because of high PNSR 
value. But in comparison, 5th image of CASIA dataset is better 
than 5th image of MMU dataset. So, in this graph MMU 
dataset results are good in the form of PSNR. 
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Fig. 14. Comparative analysis of PSNR. 

In the Fig. 15 graphical analyses, SNR values of CASIA 
and MMU dataset are compared. Differences between two 
datasets distinguish both of them. The CASIA dataset shows 
oscillation for five images in the graph. On the other side, 
MMU dataset describes shift for three images and then shows 
constant result for 4 and 5 images. First four images of MMU 
dataset are strongly preferred as compared to first four images 
of CASIA dataset because of high SNR value. But in 
comparison, 5th image of CASIA dataset is better than 5th 
image of MMU dataset because of slight high difference. So, in 
this graph MMU dataset results are better according to the 
SNR. 

 
Fig. 15. Comparative analysis of SNR. 

The SSIM values of CASIA and MMU dataset are 
analyzed in Fig. 16. Up and downs between two datasets 
distinguish rather first four images of MMU dataset are better 
as compared to first four images of CASIA dataset because of 
high values near to zero. But in comparison, 5th image of 
CASIA dataset is better than 5th image of MMU dataset as 
slightly high difference. So, MMU dataset results are strongly 
preferred. 

 
Fig. 16. Comparative analysis of SSIM. 

The graphical analysis shows MSE values of CASIA and 
MMU dataset in Fig. 17. The CASIA dataset shows variation 
for five images in the graph. Besides this, MMU datset 
represents rise and fall for 5 images. First four images of MMU 
dataset are better as compared to CASIA dataset because of 
low values near to zero. But in comparison, 5th image of 
CASIA dataset is better than 5th image of MMU dataset 
because of lowest value. So, in this graph MMU dataset results 
are strongly good. 

 
Fig. 17. Comparative analysis of MSE. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This research covers all of the conclusions from the 
research methods. The main objectives are completed by 
comparative analysis of the edge detection methods which is 
the required tasks. Three edge detection methods have been 
proposed for identifying the borders of objects within images 
from two benchmark datasets (CASIA, MMU), removing 
blurriness from the findings through edge detection techniques, 
and evaluating performance using parameters. The study's 
accomplishments are revealing a considerable improvement in 
image quality and crispness. This study also includes 
suggestions for future improvements that other researchers 
should explore in order to concentrate on the experimental 
results, obtained the defects detected in this work, and apply 
the highlighted work to other areas that need attention. 
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In the future, a new filtered method can be created to 
overcome the constraint in order to improve image quality and 
enrich the image by minimizing noise. 
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